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Synopsis
Justin Monroe's images tell entire stories. Tales of good and bad
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Customer Reviews
Justin Monroe really takes his art to a new level! His use of color and theme are extraordinary! It’s like waking up in a dream. Honestly, this is one of the best photography books out there! This book is BOLD and unapologetic in the most fantastic sense of the word! Do yourself a favor ... BUY THIS BOOK!!!

Great photo book and beautifully done. Justin Monroe out does himself with this one. It the ultimate homo-erotic fantasy. Not for everyone mind you. But if you’re interested in something kinky and well done it certainly fits the bill.

Sizzling colors and figures of rare masculinity. There are art books and then there is this PHOTO ART EXTRAVAGANZA of A BOOK ! A surreal adventure in color/ content /and forms. Monroe pushes the edge of the envelope of virile exotic photography and then opens the lens even wider on it to show the world. This is a true pioneer of imagery .Best of the Best. I am proud to own several of these books.

Well I cant top that one, but i can give it an AMEN! I bought Justin Monroe’s ‘Down The Rabbit Hole’
last week and I cant put it down. This guy is freaking dope! and this book is bound to be a classic! I would highly recomend it to anyone. It def left me wanting to see more from This Photographer! So yes two thumbs up! jesse

Recently my best friend and inspiration Alexander Chang (Rocco) recently went to Los Angeles to do a photo session for photographer Justin Monroe's next book. Getting to see the photos and hear a little about Alexander’s experience with Justin made me curious about him. He was getting ready for his first released book of photography "DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE" which is a collection of amazing models including Jessica Rabbit, Amanda Lepore, Gizelle, Ethan Reynolds, and Janice Dickeson. His website has some amazing previews of this book ([...]) and I pre-ordered it here on .com

Yesterday afternoon I recieved this book...........this MASSIVE book "Down the Rabbit Hole" and it was everything I imagined and more!!! It was like going into your darkest fantasy and taking it further than you could imagine! This book is the most amazing thing I've ever seen, each photo, each page, each flash gives you so much that you have to study the page to ensure you don't miss anything. The way he can bring an image to life is what is going to make him the #1 most requested photographer in the world. Using religious, fairytale, and disturbing imagery he gives you photos you could never imagine, and will never forget!!This book is absolutely amazing and if you’re a fan of art, make up, photography, hot men, sexy women, the unusual, the visually appealing this book is for YOU!!!! I urge each of you to check out Justin's website and get a copy of "Down the Rabbit Hole" which is the best investment ever! As I told Alexander last night; "This book should replace the bible in hotel rooms everywhere!!"Thank you for sharing your brilliance Justin, it is beyond amazing!
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